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Docket Office
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Re: Docket No. 06-AFC-3

Dear Docket Office Clerk:

Enclosed are an original and twelve copies of Request for Extension of Time to Submit Data Requests by California Unions for Reliable Energy. Please docket, conform a copy and return the copy in the envelope provided.
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Pursuant to Section 1716 of Title 20 of the California Code of Regulations, California Unions for Reliable Energy ("CURE") request an extension of time until March 26, 2007, to submit data requests in this proceeding.

Section 1716 generally describes the process by which parties, the applicant, other agencies and the Commission formally obtain information in a licensing proceeding. CURE became a party to this proceeding on October 23, 2006.

Section 1716(e) specifies that all information requests must be made within 180 days from the date the Commission deems an application complete; but the committee may grant an extension of time based on good cause shown. Here the Commission deemed the application complete on
August 30, 2006. Accordingly, data requests in this proceeding are due on February 26, 2007. CURE respectfully requests a 28-day extension for the following reasons.

First, CURE's experts are expeditiously investigating numerous aspects of the project. Former EPA scientist Matt Hagemann is conducting in-depth analyses of potential hazardous contamination at the former LNG lands, the South Bay Power Plant site and adjacent parcels. These investigations entail personal communication and file review with regulatory agencies such as the Department of Toxic Substances Control ("DTSC") and the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board. Because these sites have been industrialized for many years, and regulatory agency involvement has been correspondingly long and complicated, the files for these sites are extensive. DTSC in particular has voluminous files in various formats dating back many years. Mr. Hagemann contacted DTSC several weeks ago to personally inspect project-related files but, as of this writing, DTSC has not been able to compile all of the various records for Mr. Hagemann's review. At this point, DTSC is unable to even provide Mr. Hagemann with a date on which he may review site-related documents. An extension would allow Mr. Hagemann to conduct his review to determine what information is already publicly available and what additional information is needed to properly characterize the project site before making data requests of LS Power.
Second, CURE is also considering data requests concerning project-related air quality issues. We just received LS Power's set 1-B data responses today, February 15, and are awaiting by mail the air modeling results which support LS Power's responses. It would be most efficient if CURE had an opportunity to fully review all of this information prior to preparing our data requests. That way, CURE's experts can focus their requests on any additional information needed and avoid duplication. Likewise, CURE's air quality expert will attend the Commission's air quality and public health workshop on February 26, 2007—the same day as data requests are due. Allowing CURE to submit data requests after the workshop will help us streamline any requests because we will not need information already produced. An extension of time will avoid these problems.

Finally, an extension will in no way delay this proceeding. As staff noted in its February 13, 2007, status report, the schedule for the proceeding has slipped by three to four months due to LS Power's untimely production of information covering several aspects of the project. Similarly, the Port has delayed its consideration of a lease-option contract with LS Power based on opposition to the project from the City of Chula Vista's mayor and city council. The City is investigating whether a power plant on bay front property is the best use of this land given all of the other development
proposed for Chula Vista Bay. The City's investigation and decision-making process is expected to take at least a month.

For the foregoing reasons, CURE respectfully requests that the Commission grant its request for a 28-day extension to submit data requests to LS Power in this proceeding to March 26, 2007.
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